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Delivery
Compliance

How Target
Suppliers Can
Avoid Chargebacks,
Grow and Profit

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
While crucial for stocked shelves and cost
control, delivery compliance is becoming the
new industry norm, putting intense pressure
on consumer goods companies to deliver on
time in full, or pay steep fines. Go behind the
scenes of Target Corp.’s Compliance Policy
and learn how to arm your supply chain
with the right tools to identify root causes,
dispute violations and ensure no money is
left on the table.

“The complex and time-consuming task of pulling reports can be
streamlined through visualization and automation to enable compliance
delivery discussions to occur quickly, and for the message to be made
clear across the organization.” ”
– Large CPG Customer

Over a few short years, the implications of e-commerce have raised the bar for consumer goods companies, putting
even greater pressure on these suppliers to deliver items on time and in full or face steep fines from their retailer
counterparts.
What’s the burden of missing a delivery window? Kroger fines suppliers $500 for each order that is delivered more than
two days late, while Walmart charges suppliers 3% of the value of each late or incomplete shipment (plus, Walmart also
charges for deliveries received too early). Both retailers have also narrowed the delivery window from four days, to one
or two.
And while Walmart has led the charge for strict compliance policies, in late 2015, Target Corporation also decided to “get
tough with vendors to speed up [the] supply chain.” The retail giant was “cracking down on suppliers as part of a multibillion-dollar overhaul … [to] better compete with rivals,” according to Reuters. In addition, Target invested over $5 billion
in supply chain and technology infrastructure between 2015 and 2017.

What Does This Mean for Target Suppliers?
Target tightened its delivery deadlines and instituted higher fees, eliminating its two to 12-day grace period for
shipments, and increasing late fees of order value from between 1% and 3%, closer to 5%. Clearly, the financial stakes
were raised dramatically for suppliers who failed to comply with the retailer’s delivery mandates.
Fast forward to today and the retailer’s tighter grip on deliveries – while crucial for stocked shelves and cost control – is
costing the average-sized Target supplier upwards of $1.6 million in chargebacks annually (substantially higher for
larger suppliers). For some suppliers, these fines add up to a five-fold increase in penalties.
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“These initiatives certainly increase
the efficiency levels for Target, but
the vendor community continues
to struggle to limit the compliance
charges,” explains a Customer
Supply Chain Manager for a large
CPG customer. “While the program
continues to evolve, the supplier
community continues to look for
improvements to forecast accuracy
and smooth order flow.”
According to McKinsey analysis,
penalties could add up to more
than $5 billion a year across the
United States if the consumer
packaged goods (CPG) sector
doesn’t improve its current delivery
performance.
Similarly, technology analyst IDC
estimates that if ALL U.S. retailers
imposed a 3% penalty on late or
incomplete shipments, the total
imposed fees would be over $6
billion annually.
Those numbers represent
an enormous financial strain
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Delivery Compliance By the Numbers
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• Kroger fines suppliers $500 for each order that is
delivered more than 2 days late.

• Walmart charges suppliers 3% of the value of each early,
late or incomplete shipment.

• IDC estimates that if ALL U.S. retailers imposed a 3%
penalty on late or incomplete shipments, the total
imposed fees would be over $6B annually.

• Walmart and Kroger have narrowed the delivery window
from 4 days, to 1 or 2 days.

• Target tightened its delivery deadlines and instituted
higher fees, closer to 5% of order value.

• RSi estimates fines to cost the average-sized Target
supplier upwards of $1.6M in annual chargebacks.

• McKinsey analysis shows more than $5B lost for CPGs if
U.S. delivery performance doesn’t improve.

• RSi estimates only about 10% of Target chargebacks
are overturned.
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on suppliers, who are already contending with serious market and economic pressures. Equally important, the
charges can also “remove focus from maximizing forecast accuracy, on-shelf availability and other impactful supply
chain or sales initiatives – moving resources towards transportation management (track/traceability) and dispute
management.”
Further, that pressure becomes even more apparent as shoppers expect their items on digital or physical store shelves,
whenever and wherever they want them. The complexities that occur with e-commerce and omnichannel logistics,
escalate the need for better inventory management and on-shelf availability. Simply stated, retailers cannot offer items
to shoppers via click-and-collect if those items are not in the store – especially when online orders now have an even
greater impact on those very same shelves. For example: The Food Marketing Institute estimates that grocers alone
lose $75 billion each year in sales – 10% of the industry total – due to out-of-stocks and unsaleable goods.
The reality is that Target has to compete with the Amazon’s of the world – where Prime membership has captured
over 100 million consumers as of April 2018 by promising two-day delivery (at no additional cost), broad selection
and a high level of customer service. As such, Target has had to make major investments in its e-commerce
strategies, supply chain and collaborative approach to its compliance policies, in order to maintain its industryleading status.

Digging into the Details: How Target’s
Compliance Policy Works
In order for CPG companies to ramp up their own delivery
compliance strategies, it’s important to first understand the
reasoning behind Target’s Compliance Policy, and how the
program works.

On-Time Ship

Target’s 2018 Supplier Performance Compliance Policy
establishes its delivery program, including the expectations
for suppliers’ logistical metrics at right.

Fill Rate

EDI Metrics

As written in the policy, the program exists to “drive 1st
Mile Supply Chain performance improvement and accountability,” between Target and its vendor-partners.
Our CPG customer elaborates: “With single-day-arrival requirements, and extremely limited exceptions to the
provided order lead-time, vendors have struggled mightily to maintain ‘green’ on-time delivery and fill-rate results.
When falling below ‘green’ levels, large charges are levied upon the vendor community via compliance chargebacks.”
There are only two weeks allowed for suppliers to dispute violations before they turn into chargebacks, which can
involve extremely tedious and time-consuming research, including:

Three
reports
in POL
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Dozens of
keystrokes
per item

Nearly
impossible
analyzation
of trends
to make
corrections
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How to Rule the Target Supply Chain and Avoid Chargebacks
In order for Target suppliers to step up and collaborate in profitable new ways, they first have to start with the right
technology. The optimal delivery compliance solution should:

Automate Data Extracts:
• Automatically pull data
• All necessary info in one place
• PO/item/DC granularity

Generate Reports:

• From all relevant POL reports (EDI, Fill
Rate, On-Time Shipment, Scorecard)

• Easy to use
• Highly graphic
• Interactive
• Quickly find answers

Identify Issues for Correction:
• Determine root causes
• Identify patterns
• Take corrective action
• Eliminate future fines

To put it even more simply, users should be able to go from dozens of tedious, time-consuming steps to accessing
the data they need, all in ONE place:

Perhaps even more important, by identifying chronic issues, including persistent out-of-stocks or habitually late
DCs, companies can quickly identify nodes within the supply chain that need to be improved. Once these issues are
addressed, the root causes that led to the late deliveries or short shipments can be eliminated, resulting in a much
more efficient and profitable supply chain.
Additionally, our customer explains that “reporting to help pinpoint at more granular levels the issue items,
locations or shipping lanes, can not only assist with dispute management but also with root causation and
addressing concerns across functions. One example would be to easily view on a map the on-time performance by
origin — destination over a specified period. By pinpointing the worst-performing lanes, we can easily formulate a
plan with transportation partners to adjust settings and carrier expectations.”
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Capabilities of the Right Delivery Compliance Tool

Automation

Historical Data

To spend time analyzing rather than
pulling and aggregating supply chain data.

To collect ongoing data for historical
insight and identify trends over time.

Visualization

Interaction

To use visual cues to identify
areas of focus more quickly.

To drill down into DCs and items on
the fly for granular analysis.

Leading early adopters can experience important benefits, including productivity savings of four to six hours per week
compared to time previously spent manually pulling data and research item/PO violations. They also gain the ability for
analysts to jump right into addressing the actual problem by identifying trends and issues almost immediately.
The ideal tool is an automated solution that tells a better story both internally and to Target – that means that regardless
of business function, simple visualizations can show exactly where the issues occur, driving corrective action.
How important is visualization and automation when it comes to analysis of datasets like compliance delivery data?
“Extremely impactful, as resolutions require cross-functional coordination,” says our customer. “The complex and timeconsuming task of pulling reports can be streamlined through visualization and automation to enable compliance
delivery discussions to occur quickly, and for the message to be made clear across the organization.”
It is understood that only about 10% of chargebacks are overturned. But, by leveraging visual elements to quickly see
problem areas, rather than just looking at raw data, Target suppliers can improve productivity, efficiency and ultimately
profitability. Because it is so important to follow up on every violation as it occurs, the right solution will help executives
properly identify the root cause and dispute 100% of all violations to ensure no money is left on the table.

To learn more, visit www.retailsolutions.com.
RSi is not affiliated, associated, authorized, endorsed by or in any way officially connected with Target Corp.
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